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The Thames used to be one of the migratory areas for salmon. After the pollution of the industrial revolution, the salmon 
left the Thames forever. Today, the water quality of the Thames is gradually improving, but the salmon have never returned. 
My design hopes to reshape the topography along the Thames, buffering tidal energy through topography while regulating 
water velocity and improving the water environment to bring the salmon back to the Thames.
At the same time, the topography shapes the landscape as a response to climate change, with the Thames as a tidal river at 
risk of inundation along its banks. The proposal helps to mitigate the effects of tides while creating a new flooded landscape.
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Against the tides
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Estuaries and urban rivers are mainly 
quantitative, which is related to the tidal 
strength. 

Straight channels and curved channels will 
have different alignments depending on 
the degree of erosion. 

Water velocity needs to be regulated 
because of the difference in water velocity 
between wide and narrow channels. 

The proposal proposes a plan 
f rom the  es tuary to  urban 
reaches to tributaries, designed 
to help salmon adapt to the 
water  env i ronment  and  to 
further improve water quality.

The proposal not only mitigates 
the tides of the Thames, but also 
takes into account urban sewage.
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Salmon require high water quality, especially 
dissolved oxygen, and the water quality in 
the Thames is now exceptionally good

Amount of dissolved oxygen (DO) in the water
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It has been closed 
205 times since 1982 
to to protect against 
flood.
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The River Thames is a muddy river, 
owing to the silt on the riverbed,So 
the brown colour we see is not 
because it is dirty, but because of 
the mud.

The Thames is also a tidal river, with 
storm surges carrying sediment from 
the river bed into the water.

The River Thames can look a grim green to a 
murky brown, but despite this, it is considered 
one of the cleanest rivers in the world after 
half a century of management
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When flo
oding ,th

e turbulence and 

velocity have the potential to impact 

upon fish populations by exceeding 

their swimming abilitie
s and leading 

to displacement or wash out fro
m the 

estuary. 

At low tides, the Thames flows slowly, 

which leads to a reduction in its 

discharge capacity and affects urban 

drainage after heavy rainfall

The natural silt o
f th

e riverbed makes 

it th
is colour,which contributes to the 

high sand content of the Thames

Why does it look dirty?

Why there's still no salmon in the Thames?

When storms hit, large amounts of sewage are discharged into the Thames, while salmon migration is difficult, 
which may be the reason
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The history of salmon in the Thames

Female lays thousands of eggs in 
nest she digs in stream bed gravel. 
Eggs are fertilized by male. Adult 
male and female die.

Newly- hatched sal mon (called alevins) 
have food sac attached to them. They 
stay in nest.

Alevin quickly develop into parr with camoflaging 
vertical stripes.The parr are 2 inches long.They feed 
and grow for one to three years in their native stream 
before becoming smolt. Silver-colored smolt swim dow nstream,headi ng to 

the sea. They undergo body changes while in estuary 
(smoltification) that let them survive in the sea.

Salmon grow and mature in 
the ocean. Some migrate great 
distances.

When mature , the adult 
returns to birth place to 
spawn.

Annual average number of days of rain ≥1 and 10 
mm for the UK, 1961–2020.

UK sea level index for the period since 1901

Annual average rainfall intensity for the UK on 
days of rain ≥1 mm, 1961–2020.

Fishermen sitt ing by the 
canal at Bethnal Green.

 A 14.5lb Salmon caught  in the Thames.1993  The attempt to bring 
sa lmon back  to  the 
Thames

The Restocking of the Thames with 
Salmon.1901W

The British Industrial 
Revolution polluted the 
Thames

D a m m i n g  h i n d e r s 
salmon migration

Many of Britain's rivers have been known for their 
salmon runs, with a 65-mile stretch of the lower 
Thames having a salmon run for 1,500 years

nautical line

salmon migration route

Historical salmon 
migration routes
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Through physical 
experimental simulations, 
a "V" shaped structure was 
designed to create calm 
areas in turbulent currents.

Based on this structure 
I designed a prototype 
planting tank that could 
effectively create a shelter for 
salmon or other organisms 
during spawning periods or 
storm surges.
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 Floating islands in the water change their shape over time because they are filled with sediment 
brought by tides and connected to the coast.
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The bridges connect the islands and people watch the salmon return to the Thames during the salmon run season.
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